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SUPERSEDING
GGG-R-791 G
July 10, 1987
FEDERAL
RULES,

SPECIFICATION
MEASURING

Fedcml Supply Service, General
Services Administration, for the use of all Fedetnl agencies.

This specification

is approved

by the Commissioner,

i. SCOPE AND CLASSIFICATION
1.I ~.
This specification covers measuring rules used for English, mernc, or a mmbination
of English and metric measurements.
Fedeml specifications do not cover all varieties of the
1.1.1
wmmcdity indicated by the title of the spcciticntion, or which are commercially available, but are
intended to cover only those generally used by the Fedeml GOVCMMCISL
1.2 ~.
1.2.1 ~.
The mensuring rules covered by this specification shall be of the
following types, classes. and styles, as specified (see 6.1):
Type I
Type 11
Type Ill
class

,

1

I

Style I
Style 2
style
3
class 2
class 3
Type IV
class 1
class 2
Type VI
class 1
class
2
Type Vi]
Type VIII
Typs 1X
Type X
Type Xl
Type XII

Caliper
carpenters’ folding
Multiple folding

-

wood

-

Standard duty, inside reading
Standard duty, outside reading
Heavy duty, outside rcadin& with extension slide
steel
Aluminum
Steel, machinists’
Rigid
Flexible
Glozicrs
Plain cap
Hook Ulp
Blacksmiths’
Key seat
Hook
Circumference
Shrinkage
Aluminum, one-piece

FSC 5210
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2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 ~.
The following documents, of the issues in effect on date of
invitation for bids or request for proposal, form a part of this specification to the extent specified
herein:

PPP-P-40

-

Packaging

and

Packing of Hand Tools

(Activities outside the Federal Government may obtain copies of Federal specifications, standards,
and Commercial Item Descriptions as outlined under General Information in the Index of Federal
Specifications,
Standards and Commercial Item Descriptions. The Index, which includes cumulative
bimonthly supplements as issued, is for sale on a subscription baais by the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Oflice, Washington, DC 20402.)
(Single copies of this specification, and other Federal specifications and Commercial Item
Descriptions required by activities outside the Fedeml Goverrssssentfor bidding purposes are available
without charge from General Services Administration Business Service Centers in Boston, MA; New
York, NY; Philadelphia, PA; Washington, DC; Atlanm GA; Chicago, IL; Kansas City, MO, Fort
Worth, TX; Houston, ~, Denver, CO; San Fmrscisco, CA; Los Angeles, CA; end Seattle, WA.)
(Federal Government activities may ob@in mpies of Federal Standardimtion documents and the
tlmm established
Index of Federal Specifications, Standards and Commercial Item Descriptions
disbibution
points in their agencies.)

MIL-STD-105

-

Sampling Pmccdures and Tables for Inspection by Attributes

(Copies of military specifications and standards required by contractors in connection with specific
procurement functions should be obtained fmm the procuring activity or as directed by the mntracting
officer.)
3.

REQUIREMENTS

Illustrations herein are descriptive and not restrictive and are not intended to
3.1 ~.
preclude the purchase of rules otherwise confomsing to this specification.
The graduation lines shall be of a unifoms and readily distinguishable width
3.2 ~.
and depth, shall be straight, permanent, and free from discontinuities and ragged edges and shall
aPPc~ in a dist~ctive msmser so w to be r=fily legible under all service conditions. Graduation
lines representing equal fractional aliquots of any scale, in descending order, shall be of equal height
aad readily distinguisbable by the relative height from graduation lines representing other fractional
aliquots. The maximum variation in width between like types of graduations and in the individual
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graduation shall be such that the mnsimum width shall not exceed the minimum width by more than
35 percent of the minimum width. Gmdumions shell extend 10 the reading edge of the measuring rule.
y’
.

3.3 m.
All figures shall be clear, pcrmmenr, free from mggcd edges md breaks and shall
appear in a distinctive mmmer so as to be readily legible under all service conditions. ‘f?re figures and
graduations shall resist easy removal by scmping. Except types I and II measuring rules shall read
from Iefi to right. Types I md II rules shall read from right to Iefl. When specified (see 6.1), type III
rules shall read from right to Ieil.
3.4 Mss&&. Each item shall be marked with the manufacturer’s name or identi&ing symbol and
the state or country of manufacture. The marking shall be engraved, etched, molded, or indented
directly on the item’s surface in such a manner that itremains clearly legible throughout the legible
throughout the life of the item.
3.5
The type 1, caliper rule shall be constructed that one fold (leg) of the rule
3.5.1
shall be grooved and provided with a substantial sliding, flush-fitting caliper made of brass. Ilte folds
of the caliper rule shall be constructed of seasoned bconvood, unless maple, beech, or birch is spcificd
(see 6.1). The free ends of the end folds shall be batnd with brass, securely fastened by means of
rivets passing through the folds md bktding members. Unless otherwise specified, the middle joint of
the rule shall be either of the “square joim” or “arch joint” type, md shall have two flanges (wings) for
each fold revering tfte faces of the fold at the ends. The middle joint shall be bras md shall be
secured to the mds of the folds with neatly headed rivets which pass through the folds and joint
members. The width of the folds of any one rule shall be uniform.
3.52 ~.
‘fIre cali~r slide shall have one face subdivided for at least 5
inches to sixteenths or thirty-seconds of M inch and the oppc.site fiwe to dtirty-seands of an inch with
both faces reading fium right to Ml from the inside caliper hook. The four edges of the mle sfrafl be
respectively subdivided to eighths, tenths, twelfths, and sixteenths of an inch, except that the eight inch
graduations may be on the edge of only one fold. Tire sixteenth inch graduations shsfl be continuous
over the joint. One comer of each graduated edge of each face shall be marked to show the smaflest
fractional subdivision to which it is graduated. All inch graduations shall be marked with the proper
figures.
3.5.3 ~.
Tire scale error of any gmduatcd edge shall not exceed ~ 1/64 inch between any
two graduations, 3 inches qsnrs, including the total Imgth of the graduated edge.
3.5.4 Eirtish. ‘fire wood folds shall have a protective coming suitable for preventing absorption of
moisture. Caliper% end bindings, joints, and other bhdings shall be of bright finished brass.
3.5.5 R@sHIUW.
be similar to figure 1.

The w

1, caliper mle shall mnfornr to the rcquiremmts of table I and shall
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TABLE

Size

Number of
folds

1,

Joint
location

Feet
1

2

6 inch
division

Width folded
i 1/16 inch

Length
unfolded
(excluding
head)

Graduated
length of
caliper slide
(minimum)

Irtcbes

Inches

inches

1-318

12

5

Figure 1. Type 1, caliper role.
3.6 ~.

,.

3.6.1
Tire folds of the cnrperrters’ fnlding rule shall be constructed of seasoned
boxwood, unless maple, beech, or birch is specified (see 6.1). The free ends of the end folds shall he
bound with brass, securely fastened by means of rivets passing through the folds and binding
memhh.
llre middle joint of the rule shall be either of the “square joint” or “arch joint” type, and
shall have two flanges (wings) for each fold mverirrg the faces of the folds at the ends. Intermediate
joints shall he of the “middle plate” type and shall have two plates for each fold, set flush with the top
and hnttom edge surfaces of the folds at the ends. Tbe middle end intermediate joints shell he brass
and shall be secured to the ends nf the folds with neatly headed rivets or cut pins which shrdl pass
thrmsgh the folds and joint members. Tire width of the folds of any one mle shall be uniform.
3.6.2 ~.
3.6.2.1
Unless otherwise specified (see 6. l), the two foot size shall have the two
edges of the rule respectively subdivided to eighths and sixteenths of sm inch, one edge of one face
subdivided to eighths of an inch end one edge of the opposite face subdivided to sixteenths of em inch.
Tire subdivision on at least one edge of each face shall be continuous over all joints. All inch
graduations, except on joints and terminal end, on one face shall be marked with the proper figures.
4
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3.6.2.2 ~.
The three foot size rule shrill hove one edge of one face subdivided to
eighths of m inch urrd one edge of the opposite face subdivided to sixteenths of un inch. The
sutxlivision shall be continuous on one face over all joints. All inch gmduations except on joints and
terminal end shall be murked with the proper figures.
3.6.3 ASSLUMY.The scale error of my gmdunted edge shall not exceed t 1/32 inch between any
two graduations, 3 inches apar& including its total length of graduated edge.
3.6.4 m.
Tire wood folds shall have a protective coating suitable for preventing nbsmption of
moisture. Calipers, end bindings, joints, and other bindings shall be of bright finished brass.
3.6.5 QU&SMUS.
The type 11carpenters’ folding rule shall conform to the requirements shown
in tuble 11for the size specified (see 6.1) ursd shall be similar to figure 2.
,.

TABLE II. ~

size

Number of folds

Joint Iucntion

Feet

Width folded
~ 1/16 inch

Length unfolded
(excluding head)

Inches

Inches

2

4

6, 12, msd 18
inch divisions

1

24

3

4

9, 18, urrd 27
inch divisions

1

36

Figure 2. Type 11,curperrtcrs’ folding rule.
3.7
3.7.1 ~.
The multiple folding, class 1, wood rule shall be multiple folding, huving
3.7.1.1
joints with metal joint plates usrd dumble spring tempered inner springs every 6 inches along its length
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between ends. The folds shall be of seasoned hard maple, beech, or birch. The joints shall he of
brass, phosphor bronze, copper-nickel-zinc alloy, or steel properly plated with brass, nickel, or similar
material. The joints shall be securely fastened to the folds and shall be constructed in such a manner
as to maintain the tolerance of accuracy specified in 3.7.1.4 when tested as specified in 4.4.2. When
tested as specified in 4.4.2, the rule shall hold rigid in the extended position when suppofied edgewise
between the third and fourth joints frnm either end and shall not stretch more than 1/16 inch from its
original length when tested as specified in 4.4.2. The joints shall be permanently secured tn the folds
in such a manner that the folds will not loosen, weaken, or slip. The twn extreme ends of the rule
shall be provided with permanently secured tips of the same material as the jnint plates, to prevent
end-splitting and permit readability of end graduations. Each fold shall have two strike plates, one at
each jointed
end, arranged to prevent any contact between faces of adjacent folds. except that the first
and last folds shall have a single strike plate at their joints. Strike plates shall be nf the same material
as the joint plates, except that brass strike plates may be furnished with plated steel joint plates, and
shall be either independent members or pan of the joint assembly. The metal joint plates and strike
plates shall be free of hazardous sharp edges and burrs. Unless ntberwise specified (see 6.1), the rule
shall be either with or witbout a folding end honk, at the option of the contractor. The end hnok, if
WIY,shall be of submtial cOn~ction with a hinge rivet p=sing dtrougb the fold and arranged so ss
to extend 3/8 inch from the edge when unfolded and have the zero reading at the inside of the hook.
3.7.1.2 ~
Unless otherwise specified (see 6.1), the class 1, wood rule shall be of a 6 fmt
length k 3/32 inch. The width of the rule shall be 5/8 t 1/64 inch.
3.7.1.3 ~.
3.7.1 .3.1 ~.
Unless otherwise specified (see 6.1), subdivisiona on each face of the rule
shall be subdivided into a sixteenth of an inch. Either one edge or both edges of each face shall be
subdivided. At the option of the manufacturer, figures on each face shaIl read either consecutively in
inches over the tntal length of the rule, or consecutively in inches through the first eleven inches with
the remaining length reading consecutively in inches on one edge and feet and inches on the other
edge. Figures on one face shall read in a direction opposite those on the other face. Figures shall be
horizontal reading; i.e., the figures shall be upright when the rule is horizontal, unless vertical-reading
figures are specified (see 6.1). Graduations and figures shall be impressed into the surface of the
folds, visible to the naked eye.
3.7.1 .3.2 ~.
If engineers’ (surveyors’ or rcmdbuildera’) rules are specified (see
6.1), the rules shall be subdivided to hundredths of a fnot on one face and to sixteenths of an inch on
the opposite face, with each foot on each face marked to indicate the number of feet. Each tenth-foot
graduation line of the hundredths foot scale shall extend the full width of the rule and shall be marked
to indicate to both feet and tenths of a foot, except that nine-tenths of the first fwt of the rule shall be
marked to indicate tenths of a foot only and each numbered foot shall be followed by the letter “F”.
Each inch graduation line of the sixteenth inch scale shall extend the full width of the rule and shall be
marked to indicate both feet and inches, except that the first 11 inches of the rule shall be marked to
indicate inches only and each numbered foot shall be followed by the letter “F”.

6
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3.7.1 .3.3 ~.
When specified (see 6. I), special graduations mrd
figures such as the combination metric md English or other subdivisions shall be provided on the rule.
-Y
.

3.7.1.4 ~.
more than l/32 inch.

The scale error of any graduated edge at any 2 foot interval (spars) shall be not

3.7.1.5 Eini,sh. The rule shall have an enamel or lacquer finish md shall bc either YC11OW
or
white. The ends of the folds, except under the metal end cop of the first md last fold, shall be smooth
and coated with a cmrtsasting colored enamel or Iaquer to preclude the absorption of moisture.
The folds of the style 1, standard duty, inside
3.7.1.6 ~.
reading rule shall be at least 0.09S inch in fiiished thickcscss before enameling or Iaquering. The
style I rule shall be of the inside reading m, i.e., tie n~bc~g
of f@ms shall Commence on tie
inside of the folds.
The folds of rfre style 2, standard duty,
3.7.1.7
outside reading mle shall be at least 0.095 inch in finished thickness before emmreling or lacquering.
The style 2 rule shall be of the outside reading typq i.e., the numbering of figures shall commence on
the outside of the folds.

o

The folds of the style 3,
3.7.1.8
heavy duty, outside reading with extmsion slide nde shall bs at least 0.120 inch in finished thickrress
before enameling or lacquering. The style 3 rule shall be of the outside rending ~;
i.e., the
numbering of figures shall commence on the outside of the folds. The overall length of each joint
shall be at least I-1/2 inches. Tire joints shafl be of brass, phosphor-brmwa copper-nickel-zinc afloy,
0s steel ploted with brass, nickel, or similar material. The role shall be equipped with a bmss or plated
steel slide for taking inside measusem mrs. The ends of the folds sludl be square and shall tcrmirra!e
cm the even inch marks. The slide shafl be graduated and numbered for n distance of 6 ioches or
more. The gmduations shall be in 1/16 inch increments. ‘fire numbering shall be in inches. The slide
shall mn usrdcr friction. Ilte slide shrill travel 6 inches and a stop(s) shall be provided to retain the
slide in the first fold and to stop the slide in the closed and extended positions. A stud or button-type
hmd approximately 1/8 inch in diameter by 1/16 inch t 1/32 inch high shall be provida beyond the
6 inch number on the slide, for adjustment of she slide by the opcratofs fiiger.
3.7-3 ~.

a

The class 2 sule shall be made from high gmde carbon steel, hsrdened, curd
3.7.2.1
spring tempered. Any 2 foot spsm of the mle be bmt into a complete circle without showing a
pcrrrrsnent set or dmrmge to the joints. The class 2, steel rule shell be multiple folding having joints
every 6 inches along the length between ends. The joints shall be formed by means of a 1/8 inch
dimneter rivet joining the ends of two sections mrd fitted at each end with a washer 1/64 inch thick
and 1/4 inch outside diameter. Joints shall lock into position by mesns of two drawn spots in each
end of each section, except ends, drawn in such o mmrner as to form n lug on one side of the section
and a matching recess on the other side. When sections are aligned, the lugs on one section shall fit
snugly into tJre recesses in the ocher section thereby holding the rule in rigid alignment. The rule shafl

7
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hold rigid in the extended position when supported edgewise between the third md fourth joints from
the end of the 6 foot rule and between the first joint and end of the 3 foot rule. The diametrical play
at each joint shall not result in a total lengthwise movement of more than 0.020 inch for the 3 foot
rule and 0.040 inch for the 6 foot rule.

..
..

3.7.2.2 Sizes. As specified (see 6.1), the rule lengths shall be 3 foot t 1/64 inch or 6 fout ~ 1/32
inch. ‘flse rule width shall be 3/4 inch i 1/32 inch end the thickness shall be 1/32 inch i 10 percent.
The graduations and figures shall be machine cut or acid etched
3.7.2.3 ~.
af?er machine dividing to a depth of 0.003 inch f 0.001 inch. One edge of hotb faces of the rule shall
be subdivided into sixteenths of an inch. Inch graduation lines shall extend fully to both edges, and
figures shall read consecutively in inches over the total length of the rule, from left to right, on both
faces. Opposite faces shall be numbered from opposite ends. Figssrcs shall be horizontal reading, i.e.,
the figures shall be upright when the rule is in the horizontal position.
3.7.2.4 ~.
The scale errur in any 1 inch interval shall not exceed 0.006 inch, and in any 3
foot interval shall not exceed 1/32 inch.
3.7.2.5 u.
The rule shall have a smooth natmal ground surface, finished to minimize
reflections, end shall be coated with an oil or grease compound suitable for prevention of corrosion.
3.7.3
The class 3, aluminum rule shall be made from high grade aluminum aIloy.
3.7.3.1
The class 3, aluminum rule shall be multiple folding, and have joints every 6 inches along its length
between ends. The joints shall be made of bmss or brass-plated male and female plates securely
fastened to the rule sections arsdjoined by a corrosion-resistant rivet and washer. The rules shall hold
rigid in the extended position when supported edgewise between the third and fourth joints from either
end smd shall not stretch more than 1/16 inch from its original length. The joints shaIl be free of
hazardous sharp edges end burrs. Joint plates shall mate in such a msmsseras to hold the rule sections
in alignment when open or closed. When specified (see 6.1), the rule shall be fitted with a folding
brass hook. ‘flse hook shall be of substantial corsstmction with a bmss hinge rivet passing through the
section arsd shall be -ged
so as to extend 3/8 inch fmm the edge of the rule when opened. A zem
reading shall be at the inside of the open huok.
3.7.3.2 ~.
The rule lengths shall be 6 foot ~ 1/16 inch, the rule width shall be 9/16 t 1/16
inch, and the thickness shall be 1/16 inch f 10 pement.
3.7.3.3 ~.
Graduation lines arrd figures shall be filled with dumble black
material. One edge of both faces of the rule shall be subdivided to sixteenths of an inch. Figures on
each face shall read consecutively in inches over tbe total length of the rule with figures of one face
reading in the opposite direction from those on the opposite face. ‘fIre figures shall be horizontal
reading; i.e., the figures shall be upright when the rule is horizontal, unless vertical reading figures are
specified (see 6.1), then the figures shall be either inside or outside reading and the numheristg shall
commence on either the inside or outside faces of the end sections. When specified (see 6.1), the rule

8
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shall be subdivided into one-hundredths of o foot on one face and to sixteenths of an inch on the
opposite face. f%ch fmt gmduatioo on both faces shall he marked to indicate the number of feet. C)n

the face graduation in one-hundredths of o foot. the tenth foot gmduations within each fmt shall be
numbered 1 to 9, inclusive, and on the face graduated in sixteenths of an inch, the inch graduations
within each fmt shall be numbered 1 to 11. inclusive.
3.7.3.4 ~.
3.73.5
3.7.3,6

~.

The scale error in any 2 foot interval (spass) shall be not more than 1/32 inch.
The surface finish shall be mnsml dull aluminum.
The multiple folding sules shall be similar to figure 3.

Figure 3. Type Ill, multiple folding class 1, wood; class 2,
steel; and class 3, aluminum role.
3.8 ~.

. .

.

3.8.1
The steel machinists’ mle shall be ccmscnictcd in one piece, without joints,
3.8.1.1
and shall be made of tool or stainless steel, properly hardenc& tcospe~ gmun~ and finished to
minimize reflections. The opposite faces and the opposite longitudinal edge surface shall be ground
pamdlel (see 3.8.13.6} the opposite tmnsvcrse edge surfaces shall be similarly ground, at right angles
to tfse faces and longitudinal edge surfaces.
Class 1, rigid rule. The class 1, rigid rule graduations shall be
3.6.1.2 ~.
machine cut or acid etched, and shall be gmduated as specified herein for each class. The width of the
graduations shall be ussifoms for each scale between 0.004 inch md O.010 inch wide, the width of the
graduation shall be less thmr the space between graduations. The depth of all graduations asrd @ures
shall be fmm 0.002 inch to 0.005 inch and all the graduations shall extend to and be perpendicular to
the edge. One comer of each graduated edge shall be marked to show the smakst subdivision to
which it is gmdumed. Inch graduations shaIl be suitably marked. Unless otherwise specified (see 6.1),
except for roles having number 1, 10, and 12 graduations, subdivisions shall be numbered as foIlows
Thirty-seconds of an inch shall be numbered eve~ fourth division; 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, and 28. Sixtyfourths of an inch shall be numbered every eighth division; 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, and 56. Tcntfts
fiftieths, and htsrsdrcdths of an inch shall be numbered every tenth of an inch; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, & and
9. Numbering shall not be required for eighths and sixteenths of m inch. Standard graduation
combinations shall be used. As specified in 3.6.1 .2.1 and 3.6.2.1, selections may be made for the class
1 rule and the class 2 mle fmm the standard gmdoations listed in table Ill.

9
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TABLE

111.

“s,
.

Graduation
No.

1

2

3

4

One face

One edge: 10ths,20ths,50ths, ]Ooths
One edge: 12ths, 24ths, 4gths

Other

One edge: 16ths, 32nds, 64tbs
One edge: 14ths, 28ths

face

One face

One edge: 10ths,20ths,50ths, lf)oths
One edge: 12ths, 24ths, 4gths

Other face

One edge: 16ths, 32nds, 64ths
One edge: 8thS of m inch

One face

One edge: 32ndsofsn
One edge: 64thsofsn

inch
inch

Other face

One edge Iothsofsn
One edget 50thsofsn

inch
inch

One

face

Other face

4-1

5

One edge: 32ndsofsn inch
One edge: 64thS of m inch
One edge: 8ths of sn inch
One edge: 16ths of sn inch

One face

One edge: 8th of an inch
One edge 16ths of an inch

Other face

Ssme

One face

One edge: 32nds of en inch
One edge: 64ths of en inch

Other face

One edge: Iflths of sn inch
One edge: 100ths of an inch

but from opposite

10

end
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TABLE III. Type IV. class 1 md ~

. .

.

(cent’d)

Gradoatioo
No.

6-1

6-2

7

9

10

11

One face

One edge: Ioths of IUSinch
One edge: 50ths of an inch

Other face

Not graduated

One face

Both edges

Other face

Both edges: 50ths of IUSinch

One face

One edge 32nds of an inch - or - One edge: 16ths of an inch
One edge: 64ths of ass inch - or - One edge 32nds of an inch

Other face

One edge
One edge

One fac4

One edge: 16ths of an inch
One edge: 32nds of an inch

Other face

One edge: 64ths of an inch
One edge Not graduated

One fact

One edge 32nds of an inch
One edge: 64ths of an inch

Other face

Not graduated

One face

One edge
One edge

12

Ioths of an inch

16ths of an inch - or - One edge: 64ths of ass inch
100ths of an inch - or - One edge: 100ths of an inch

100ths of nn inch
of an inch

64ths

Other face

Not gmdunted

One fnse

One edge 50ths of an inch
One edge: 100ths of an inch

Other face

Not graduated
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TABLE

HI.

. .

1 and~

.

(cent’d)

Graduation
No.

16

M-1

M-2

ME- 1

ME-2

One face

One edge: 32ndsofsm inch
One edge: 64thsofsn inch

Other face

One edge: 50thsofan inch
One edge: 100thsofsn inch

One face

One edge: Millimeters
One edge: l/2 millimeters

Other face

Not graduated

One face

Both edges: Millimeters, ormillimeterssnd

Other face

One edge: Millimeters
One edge: 1/2 millimeters

One face

One edge: 1/2 millimeters
One edge: 64ths of an inch

Other face

Not graduamd

One face

One edge: Millimeters
One edge: 64ths of an inch, or 1/32 and 1/64

Other face

One edge: 1/2 millimeters or millimeters and 1/2 millimeters
One edge: 32nds of sn inch

l/2 millimeters

Unless otherwise specified (see 6.1), the rule shall csrry
3.8.1 .2.1 ~.
No. 4 graduations as specified in 3.8.1.2 and tsble 111. When specified, the rule shall carry one of the
following grsdustions:
No. 6-2

6, 12, 18, 24, 36, and 48 inch lengths

No. 7

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, ssrd 48 inch lengths

No. M-2

5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, and 100 centimeter lengths

,

No. ME-2

-

5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, and 100 centimeter lengths
12
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3.8.1.3 As.WrMy.
3.8.1.3.1 ~.
The sero end of the blade end is defined as that blade end nearest the
lowest graduation. Tire kadin8 ed8e of a graduation is defined as gmduation ed8e closest to the blsde
end being used in the measurement.

.

3.8.1.3.2 ~.
of 90 degrees + 5 minutes.

Both blade ends shall be square to both blsde edges within sn angle

3.8.1.3.3 ~.
The blnde length tolerance for 6 inch blades shall be +0.004 to 0.002 inches for 9, 12, and 18 inch blades shall be +0.005 to -0.010 inches; and for 24 ssrd 36 inch
blsdes shall bs +0.007 to -0.012 inches.
The scale centering error shall be measured from the lending edge
3.8.1 .3.4 ~.
of the first 1/’2inch gmduntion to the zero blade end and from she leadin8 edge of dse last 1/2 inch
graduation to the opposite blade end. Ilse scale centering error shrdl not exceed t 0.0025 inches for
each measurement.

o

Throughout the first 6 inches, she scale grachmtion error
3.8.1 .3.5 ~
measured between the left scale end my graduation shall not exceed +0.004 to -0.0035 inches.
Throughout greater than 6 inches to 12 inches inclusive, the scale gmdustion error measured between
she leR scale end and asry gmduation shall not exceed +0.005 to -0.0035 inches. Throughout greater
than 12 inches to 18 inches inclusive, the scale gmduation error measured between the zero scale end
and mry graduation shall exceed +0.006 to -0.0035 inches. Tlsroughout greater than Ig inches to 36
inclusive, the sale graduation error measured between the zero scnle end and any gmduation shall not
exceed +0.007 to -0.0035 inches.
The out-of-pamllel error of opposite edges shall not exceed 0.0024 inch.
3.8.1 .3.6 I!@lshm.
The out-of-parallel error of opposite fsces shall not exceed 0.003 inch up to 18 inch lengths mlcs over
18 inch in length shall not exceed 0.002 inch per foot.
The straightness of any edge for each i 2 inches or fimction thereof shsll
3.8.1 .3.7 ~.
not vary more than f 0.00 I inch.
3.8.1.4 Eis&ls. ‘fhe clsss I rule shall have n chrome plated, nmuml ground or dull sstin
(nonghue) finish. Tlse edges shall be ground and maybe with or without plating. The rule
graduations cord figures shall be furnished with black fill. The rule shall have a coating of oil or
~
suimble for preventing corrosion in storage.

.

.

Ilre chss 1 rule shall conform to the requirements shown in table IV for
3.8.1.5 &uknmts.
the length specified (see 6.1) snd shall be similar to figure 4. When specified (see 6.1), the class 1
rule shall be furnished with a positive or sliding hook.
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TABLE IV.
Width
Length

Thickness
Maximum

Minimum

Minimum

.

Maximum

Inches

Centimeters

Inches

Inches

Inch

Inch

1

—

0.450

0.510

0.040

0.051

2

5

0.450

0.510

0.040

0.051

3

.-

0.450

0.565

0.040

0.051

4

10

0.550

0.625

0.040

0.051

6

15

0.700

0.760

0.040

0.051

9

20

0.820

0.880

0.040

0.051

12

30

0.940

1.005

0.040

0.051

18

50

1.120

1.255

0.040

0.051

24

—

1.120

1.255

0.040

0.051

36

100

1.120

1.255

0.040

0.051

48

—

1.120

1.255

0.040

0.051

●

Figure 4. Typs IV, steel machinists’ rule class 1, rigid,
class 2, flexible; type Xl shrinkage; and type XII aluminum.
3.8.2

✌✎
✎

3.8.2.1 ~
The class 2 rule shall be constructed the same as specified in 3.8.1.1 with
the exception that the rule shall be fully flexible.
3.8.2.2 ~
Unless otherwise specified (see 6.1), all rules shall carry No. 10
graduations specified in 3.8.1.2 and “table III. when specified, the rule shall carry one of the following
graduations:

14
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Lengths

Lengths

(iocksl
6 only
6, 12, 18, 24, md 36
6, 12, 18, 24, and 36
6 only
6 and 12
6msd 12
—

3
5
6-1
9
11
12
M-1
ME- 1

—

3.8.2.3 &sWG5SY. ne
3.8.2.4 m.

accuracy nui~m~ts

—
—
—
10, 15, 20, 30, and 50
10, 15, 20, 30, msd 50

shall be as specified in 3.8.1.3.

The finish shall be in accordance with 3.8.1.4.

The class 2 mle shall canform to the rcquircmmts specified in table V for
3.8.2.5
the length specified (see 6.1) md shall be similar to figurs 4.
TABLE V.
Width
Length

Thickness

Minimum

Maximum

Inches

Inches

Inch

Inch

1

0.450

0.500

0.010

0.016

2

0.450

0.500

0.010

0.016

Inches

Cmtimeters

Minimum

.

Maximum

3

—

0.4s0

0.500

0.010

0.016

4

10

0.450

0.500

0.0 Io

0.016

6

15

0.450

0.500

0.010

0.016

9

20

0.450

0.500

0.010

0.016

12

30

0.450

0.500

0.010

0.016

18

50

0.675

0.750

0.016

0.021

24

—

0.675

0.750

0.016

0.021

36

—

0.675

0.750

0.016

0.02 I

0.675

0.750

0.016

0.021

48

Is
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3.9.1
3.9.1.1
The construction of the class 1, plain cap rule shall be constructed from one
piece of wood fitted at each end with solid bmss caps. The wood shall be made of close-grained,
thoroughly seasoned, sound wood. The caps shall be not less than 1/4 inch wide msd the rule ends
shall be tenoned so that the cap mrd rule surfaces are flush. The caps shall be attached by means of
countersunk brass rivets.
3.9.1.2

e.

The size of the rule shall confoms to the dimensions shown in table VI for the size

specified (see 6.1).
TABLE

Rule length

VI.

.,.
ke

VI. cla~~

Length tolerance
k)

Width

llictiess

(f 5 percent)

& 10 percent)

Inches

Inch

Inches

Inch

36

1/64

2

1/4

48

1/32

2

1/4

60

1/32

2-1/2

1/4

72

1/32

2-1/2

1/4

84

3164

3

114

3.9.1.3 ~.
Gmduation lines shall be of uniform width mrd depth and shall
be filled with a durable black material. Both edges of one face mrd one edge of the opposite face
shall be subdivided to eighths of an inch turd shall be numbered isr consecutive inches over the length
of the rule. The remaining edge shall be subdivided to 1/4 foot and shall have each foot graduation
numbered to indicate the number of feet. Tire 1/4 foot graduations, within each fmL shall be
numbered 3, 6, msd 9 to indicate inches. The rule shall read from lefI to right on both faces with
figures on one face reading in the opposite direction from those on the opposite face.
3.9.1.4 &CUGLQX.When used under normal atmospheric conditions, the scale error shall not
exceed 1/64 inch in any 2 foot interval, 1/32 isrch in any 6 foot interval, or 5/64 inch in any 12 feet,
3.9.1.5 m.
The wood surface shall be smoothly assd evenly machined msd shall be sealed
against moisture. The surface of brass caps shall be polished. Both wmd and brass surfaces shall be
coated with a transparent, abrasion, end moisture-resistant material.
3.9.1.6 ~.

The class 1, glaziers’ plain cap rule shall be similar to figure 5.
16
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Figure 5. Type VI, class 2, glaziers’ plnin cap rule.
3.9.2

@

The glaziers’ hook cap rule shall be constructed from one piece of wood,
3.9.2.1
fitted on one end with o bmss cap not less than 1/4 inch wide, md at the other end with two bras
plates, extending not less than 1-1/4 inches from the rule end. The wood shall be made of closegraisred, thoroughly seasoned. sound wood. Gne of the plates sMI carry n hmd extending in one
direction to form a subsmntinl hook Umt shall extend 3/8 inch from the face of the rule. The other
plate (plain) shall be fitted to the face of the rule opposite the hmk and the plates and tfse rule joined
by means of countersunk brass rivets. The rule ends shrill be tenoned so that the cap mrd plates arc
flush with the mle faces.
3.9.2.2 Sizes. The size of tfte mle stud] conform to the dimensions shown in table VII for the size
specified (see 6.1).

Width

Length tolerance
Rule Imgth

.

&5pcmentJ

(t)

Thickness
& IO percmt)

Inches

Inch

Inches

Inch

36

1/64

2

5/16

48

M32

2

5116

60

1/32

2-1/2

318

72

1/32

2-1/2

318

84

3164

3

318

96

3164

3

318

108

1/16

3

318

120

1/16

3

318

144

564

3

318

e
17
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Graduation lines shall be of uniform width and depth arrd shall
3.9.2.3 ~.
be filled with a durable black material. Both edges of both faces shall be subdivided to eighths of an
inch and numbered consecutively in inches. The rule shall read from let? to right with the opposite
face measuring in opposite directions. The inside, or hook, face shall have the beginning of
measurement (zero) at the capped end, reading (Iell to right) toward the hook. The outaide face
(opposite hook) shall have the begirming of measurement (zero) opposite the inside of the hook,
reading (left to right) away fmm the hook.
3.9.2.4 &GMB.GY.When used under normal atmospheric conditions, the scale errnr shall not
exceed 1/64 inch in any 2 foot interval, 1/32 inch in any 6 foot interval, or 5/64 inch in any 12 feet.
3.9.2.5 EinisII. The wood surface shall be smoothly and evenly machined arrd shall be sealed
against moisture. The surface of brass caps shall be polished. Both wood and brass surfaces shall be
coated with a tr-ansparctrt, abrasion, mrd moisture-resistant material.
3.9.2.6 &q@MEu&.

The class 2, hook cnp rule shall be similar tn figure 6.

mecw

J

Figure 6. Type VI, class 2, glaziers’ hmk cap rule.
3.10

.Tjge

vn.

b~.

.,

..
The blacksmiths’ rule shall consist of two steel folds 3/4 f 1/16 inch wide,
3.10.1
and 0.032 k 0.005 inch thick. The two folds shall be riveted together to form a 24 inch rule when
opened. The rule shall be the stopjoint type capable of holding the two folds in a straight line.
The oppnsite sides of the rule shall read from the reverse ends.
3.10.2 ~.
One side of the rule shall be graduated in sixteenths of an inch and the oppnsite side in eighths of an
inch. The graduated lines and figures shall be sunken, black, and easy to read.
3.10.3 AG.UUXY. The scale error on either graduated edge of the rule shall not exceed ~ 1/64
inch between any two graduations including ita total length of graduated edge.
3.10.4 Eissish. The blacksmiths’ rule shall have a smnnth natural surface, finished to minimize
reflections, amd shall be coated with oil or grease compound suitable for the prevention of corrosion.
3.10.5

~

The blacksmiths’ rule shall be similar to figure 7.

18
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.

Figure 7. Type VII. blacksmiths’ rule.

o

3.11.1
Unless otherwise specified (WC 6.1), the key sent rule shall be of one-piece
instruction (without clomps) or two-piece constmction (with clamps), at the option of the cancmctor.
Tire one-piece mle shall bs made from a single piece of tool steel, shrill represent a true right angle in
section (measuring approximately 7/16 inch by 1I/16 inch overall), mtd both outer edges shall be
beveled ssrd graduated in thi~-seconds of an inch. The two-piece rule shall mnsist essentially of one
plain straightedge and one type lv, class 1, rigid steel rule, and when specified (see 6. I), one
gradocued auxiliary stmightedge sludl be furnished. The plain straightedge shall be fitted with two
clamps suitable for pmpcrly clamping either the steel rule or the auxiliary sonightcdge to form a box
square. The clamps shall be pmvidcd with suitable thumbscrews.
3.11.2~.
requirements of 3.8.
3.113

Gmdustion asrd tigures shall conform to the applicable

AcrWmsy.

3.113.1 ~.
The mm end of the blnde end is defined as that blsde end ncsrest the
lowest gmduation. The leading edge of a gmduntion is defined as graduation edge closest to the blsde
end being used in the mwsurement.
3.11.3.2 ~.
The out of square error shall not exceed f one minute (either the
90 degree sngle between end and edge of the one piece rule, or end nnd edge of any of the three
stmightcdges on the tw-piece role, or the box square formed by clamping the plain straightedge to
either of the two graduated straightedges.
3.113.3 ~.
Tire ovemll length shrill be either 6 or 9 inches as specified (see
6. I). The blade length tolerance for 6 inch blades shrill be +0.004 to -0.002 inches; for 9 inch blsdes
stud] be +0.005 to -0.010 inches.

.
a

The wale centering error shall be measured flom the leading edge
3.113.4 ~.
of the first U2 inch graduation to the sem blade end srrd fmm the lesding edge of the lass V2 inch
graduation to the oppnsite blsde end. The scale centering error shsll nnt exceed i 0.0025 inches fnr
each measurement.

19
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Tbrmgbout

3.11.3.5
measured
between

the first 6 inches,

the scale

graduation

emnr

the left scale end smy graduation shall not exceed +0.004 to -0.0035 inches.
Throuabout ereater than 6 inches to 12 inches inclusive, the scale maduatinn errnr measured between
the le~ scale-end

and any gmduatinn

shall not exceed

+0.005

to -0~0035

inches

The out-of-parallel errnr nf opposite edges shall not exceed 0.0024 inch.
3.11.3.6 &dklism.
Tire out-of-parallel errnr of oppnsite faces shall not exceed 0.003 inch up to 18 inch lengths.
The straightness of any edge fnr each 12 inches or fmction thereof shall not
3.11.3.7 Sfr@Ums.
v.W more than t 0.001 inch.
3.11.4 Einish. Unless otherwise specified (see 6.1), the key seat rule shall have a smonth natural
ground surface, finished to minimize reflections, and shall have an oil or grease coating suitable for
preventing corrnsion in storage without adversely affecting the material coated.
3.11.5 RW@WXMs.

The key seat rule shall be similar tn figure 8.

u-ma

cmsmucna

Figure 8. Type VLfl, key seat rule.

The book (narrow) rule shall be designed for tabrg measurements thrmrgh
3.12.1 ~.
bnles arrd fnr setting calipers. The mle shall be constructed of tool steel, 3/16 inch wide by 3/64 inch
thick t 10 percent, or when specified (see 6.1), 3/8 inch wide by 3/64 irrcb thick t 10 percent,
properly bru-dened, spring tempered, ground, srrd fmisbed to minimize reflection. Tire opposite faces
and opposite longitudinal edges shall be ground parallel. Transverse edges, the end surface of the
hnnk, the inside edge of the bnok stop, and longitudinal edges shall be at right angles to the faces.
Overall length, including the brink, shall not exceed 6-5/32 inches.
The honk shall be either the fixed or sliding type, as specified, and shall be of hardened steel
attached to the end of the rule. Removable hooks shall be provided with an eccentric stud clamping
device for locking the hnnk in pnsition. The hook shall extend beyond the graduated edge of the rule

20
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appmxima~ely 1/8 inch so m tO provide n stop, the inside edge of which shall be flush with the end of
the role. Tire inside edge of the stop shall be beveled so as to provide a surface width not mom thsn
the thickness of the role.
3.12.2 ~.
One edge of one face of the rule shall be gmdusted to thirtysewnds of ass inch, and one edge of the opposite face shall be gmdunted to sixty-fourths of MSinch;
width and depth of graduations shall be in accordmcx with 3.8.1.2. Tlte face gmduated in sixtyfoustbs of an inch may read from the hook end or opposite end of the role. Gmduations shall be
machine cut or acid etched. One comer of each face shall be permanently marked to show the
smallest fictional subdivision to which it is graduated. 3.12.3

AWIKIUX.

3.12.3.1 ~.
The length of the rule w measured from the inside edge of the
bmk shall be 6 inches +0.004 inch to -0.002 inch. The scale error from either end of the mle to the
nmrest half-inch grathmtion shall not exceed a tolerance of +0.005 to -0.002 inch. ‘flse scale error
between any two graduations shall not exceed t 0.002 inch, nonac.aurrulative.
3.12.3.2 &Wclism.
not exceed 0.003 inch.

Tire Out-of-pandlel error of opposite fsces and opposite edge surfaces shall

3.12.3.3 ~.
exceed i five minutes.

llre out-of-square error (9W angle between end snd edge) slsdl not

3.123.4

Mm@ISSS.

The stmigbtness of arty edge shall not vary more than 0.0005 inch.

3.12.4 EinisII. Unless otherwise specified (see 6.1), the rule shrdl have n smooth rsstural gmturd
surface, fmisbed to minimise reflection, turd shall have a coating of m oil or grease compound suitable
for prevmtisrg corrosion in storage without afTecting the material coated. Wbesr specified (see 6.1), a
notrreflectisrg chrome finish shall be fumisbed with black filled graduations and figures.
3.12.5 k@CUUMS.

Tire hook nde shall be similar to figure 9.

Figure 9. Type IX, hook rule.
3.13
t . The type X, circumfermce rule shall bs made of high grsde carbon steel,
3.13.1 c
bmdmed, md spring tempered. The circumference rule slmll be consoucted from one piece of steel
and shsdl bnve a l/4 inch bole centrally Iomted in the first inch.

21
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3.13.2 ~.
As specified (see 6.1), the circumference rule shall be furnished in 3 foot or 4 foot
lengths t 1/64 inch. The rule width shall be 1-1/4 t 1/32 inch and the thickness shall be 1/16 inch t
10 percent.
3.13.3 ~.
Graduations lines shall be of uniform width and graduations and
marking shall be in accordance with 3.8.1.2. The width of the graduations shall be uniform for each
scale between 0.004 inch and 0.010 inch wide for both acid etched and machine cut rules. For acid
etched rules gmduated in intervals of thirty-seconds of an inch or greater, widths may be between
0.010 inch and 0.018 inch wid~ the width of the graduation shall be less than the space between
graduations. The top edge of the graduated face shall be subdivided to sixteenths of an inch and
numbered in consecutive inches. The bottom edge of this face shall be subdivided to eighths of
circumference inches and numbered in consecutive circumference inches. The figures on both edges
shall read from left to right with beginning of measurement (zero) located at the end of the rule where
the bole is punched. The circumference, for any diameter, is read on the bottom edge opposite the
diameter measurement on the top edge. The opposite face of the rule shall carry tables for laying out
sheet metal measures for both liquid and dry measure and for laying out both flat top and pitched top
cans. This face shall also carry cubic content date and mensuration formulas. All markings shall be
etched to the same depth as graduations and figures on the measuring face.
3.13.4 AMWELGY.The graduation error shall not exceed 0.006 inch in any 1 inch, 0.008 inch in
any 1 foot, nor 0.012 inch in any 2 feet. The scale error between any two graduations shall not
exceed 20.004 inch per feet, nonaccumulative.
3.13.5 Einish. The circumference rule shall have a smooth natural ground surface, finished to
minimize reflections, and shall be coated with an oil or grease compmsnd suitable for prevention of
corrosion.

3.13.6 ~.

The circumference rule shall be similar to figure 10.
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3.14
3.14.1

The shrinkage rule shrill be constructed as specified in 3.8.1.1.

.

The shrinkage rule shall mrry No. 4 graduations as specified in
3.14.2 ~.
table III, unless otherwise specified (see 6.1). When specified, the rules shall carry No. 6-2
graduations as specified in table III. Using either graduations, the divisions shall be expmrded and the
overall length extended to allow for shrinkage of hot metals. As specified (see 6.1), the slrrMmge
allowsnce for mch 1 foot (12 inches) shall be 1/16, 1/12, 1/10, 3/32, 1/8, 9/64, 5/32, 3/16, 1/4, 5/16,
3/8, 7/16, or 1/2 inch.
3.14.3 ~.

Accuracy shrill conform to the requirements of 3.8.1.3 through 3.K1 .3.7.

3.14.4 Einish. The finish for the shrinkage mle shall conform to 3.g.l.4.
Tire shrinkage rule shall conform to the requirements shown in table VIII
3.14.5 k@SmMls.
for the Imgth specified (see 6.1), and shrill be similar to figure 4.
TABLE VIII. ~

0

Thickness

Width
Length

Minimum

Maximum

Minimum

Maximum

Inchu

Inch

Inches

Inch

Inch

6

11/16

314

0.031

0.052

12

15/16

I

0.041

0.068

24

15/16

1-1/4

0.041

0.068

3.15 ~.

.“

The aluminum one-piece rule shrill be constructed of one piece, without
3.15.1
joirrs shrill be made of tempered aluminum finished to minimize reflection, and shall have o 1/4 inch
hoIe cmtmlly located at one end. The graduations and figures shall be printed black with a durable
baking ink.

.
,

e

The aluminum, one-piece rule shall be graduated on one side
3.15.2 ~.
only with one edge rmding in sixteenths of m inch and the other edge in eighth of an inch, unless
othcnvise specified (see 6.1). Each inch graduation shall be suitably numbered with the numberirtg of
each edge starting at opposite ends of the rule. One comer of mch @uated edge shall be marked to
show the smallest subdivision to which it is gmduated.

23
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3.15.3 klum.cy.
3.15.3.1 ~.
The graduation error shall not exceed t 0.008 inch in 12 inches or
under, 1/64 inch in any 36 inches, or 1/32 in any 96 inches.
3.15.3.2 EadMisM.
foot.

The out-of-parallel error of opposite edge shall not exceed 0.003 inch per

3.15.3.3 ~.
exceed ten minutes.

The out-of-square error (90° angle between end assd edge) shall not

3.15.4 EiaisII. The surface finish shall be natural dull aluminum.
The aluminum, one-piece rule shall conform to table IX for length specified
3.15.5 ~.
and shall be similar to figure 4.
TABLE

IX.

Thickness

Width
Length

Minimum

Inches

Maximum

Minimum

Maximum

Inches

Inch

Inch

12

27/32

1-1/16

0.035

0.045

18

1-1/16

1-3/16

0.035

0.045

24

1-3/16

2-1/16

0.060

0.085

36

1-11/16

2-1/16

0.075

0.085

48

1-15/16

2-1/16

0.075

0.130

72

1-15/16

2-1/16

0.097

0.130

96

1-15/16

2-1/16

0.097

0.130

Products manufactured to metric dimensions will be considered on MS
3.16 ~.
equal basis with those manufactured using inch-pound units, provided they fall within the tolerances
specified and all other requirements of this document are met. If a product is manufactured to metric
dimensions and those dimensions exceed the tolerances specified in the inch-pound units, a request
should be made to the specification preparing activity for change to this document.
Details of workmanship shall be in accordance with the best commercial
3.7
standards and practices. Painta, coatings, platings, and finishes shall be smooth adherent, continuous,
and not stained or discolored. Fasteners shall be firmly secured and show no evidence of deformation,
cress threading, or hazardous burrs. Adhesives and lubricants adequate for their intended purpose shall
be properly and neatly applied. Adhesives shall he adequately cured. External assd bearing surfaces
24
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shall be free of tooland gouge marks, nicks, or other surface imperfections. The item shall be fme
fmm manufacturing workmanship defects (e.g., loose, missing, binding or misaligned parts, sharp or
rough extemnl edges, comers or surfaces) md material workmanship defects (e.g., pits, rips, tins,
burrs, tears nodules, crocks, blisters) which may adversely impact the item’s serviceability, dumbility,
safety or appearance.

.

4. QUALITY

ASSURANCE

PROVISIONS

4.1
Unless otherwise specified in the contract, the contractor is
responsible for the performance of d] inspection requirements as specified herein. Except as otherwise
specified in the contract, the contractor may use his own or any other facilities suitable for the
performance of the inspection requirements specified herein, unless disapproved by the Government.
The Government reserves the right to perform any of the inspections set forth in tie specification
where such inspections are deemed necessary to assure that supplies and services conform to
prescribed requirements.
In accordance with 4.1 abc.ve, the supplier is
4.1.1
responsible for insuring that componmts and mnterinls used were manufactured, tested, and inspected
in accordance with the requirmsmts of referenced subsidiary specification and standards to the extent
specified, or, if none, in accordance with this specification.
@

4.2 ~.
Unless otherwise specified, sampling for inspection shall be performed
in acawdance with MIL-STD- I05.
43
43.1

&unina@.
.
MmbwmMm.

.

The md items shall be esuunined for the defects listed in table X. Tlse
lot size shall be expressed in terms of measuring roles. The sample unit shrill be one mmsunng role.
The inspection level shall be S-3 and the acceptable quality level (AQL), expressed in terms of defects
per bursdrcd units, shall be 1.5 for major and 4.0 for total

(mnjor

and minor combined) defects.

TABLE X. ~

..

Examine

Defect

Finish

Indication of mrmsion
NOI smooth, not clean, not free from burrs, slivers or other
detr-immtssl defects

Material

Not fabricated tim

Design

Not type, class,

material specified

and style specified

o
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TABLE

X.

~

(cent’d)

Examine

Defect

Construction arrd
workmanship

Cracks, splits, deep pits, fractured, bent, warped,
or crimped
Loose rivets; rivets not furnished with washers
Joints stick, bind, or are excessively loose
Graduations or figures missing, illegible, not unifom
not readily distinguishable, not straighL discontinuity
mgged edges, or not graduated as specified
Different fractional aliquots not distinguishable by
their relative height

Marking

Missing, incorrect, not legible

4.3.2 ~.
The end items shall be examined to determine
tJre dimensional requirements specified herein. Any dimension that is not within tit
requirements shall be classified as a defect. Tire lot size shall be exprmsed in term
rules. The sample unit shall be one measuring rule. The inspection level shall be S
expressed in terms nf defects per hundred units, shall be 2.5.
4.4 -.
Each sample unit shall be tested in accordance with 4.4.1, 4.4.2, 4
4.4.3.3. The lot size shall be expressed in units of measuring roles. The sample un
measuring rule. The inspection level shall be S-2 and the AQL, expressed in terms
hundred units, shall be 2.5.
4.4.1 ~.
The graduated scales for linear measurement s
compliance with the accumcy requirements specified for the individual type and clm
shall be made with suitable master rules, instruments, or laboratory apparatus of kno
Testa for types IV, VII, IX, X, XJ, and XII metal rules shall be conducted at 68”F; r
other temperatures shall be adjusted to values corresponding to the standard tempers
error in any test measurement for accumcy shall not exceed the permissible accurac]
herein.
4.4.2 ~s
1. wO@Jl&
joint of each type 111,class 1, wood rule under test shall be swiveled thrmsgh an arc
(45° each side of the locking position of the joint) for complete cycles. A complete
of a forward and backward movement through the locking position. Oiling of the jc
begiming and at the midpoint of tbe 7,000 cycles will be acceptable. The rule shall
suspended from one end and a 5 pound weight attached to the other end for a perim
After the above tests, the sample rule shall be inspected to determine conformance v
requirements of 3.7.1.1 and 3.7.1.3.
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4.4.3
slks.
4.4.3.1
The type fv, VII, IX, XI, and XII rule shall be tested for compliance with the
requirements of parallelism by means of a micrometer or by a method of qual or gremer precision.

.

4.4.3.2 ~.
The type IV, IX, Xl, turd Xfl mle shall be tested for compliance with
the requirements for squareness of ends by means of n precision surface plate md precision square nnd
fmlers or by a method of qual or greater precision.
4.4.3.3 ~.
The type IV, VII, IX, Xl, and XII rule shall be tested for compliance with
the requirements for stmighmess by means of a precision surface plate and feelers or by a method of
qual or greater precision.
4.43.4
The type [rl,
class 2, steel, attd class 3, aluminum mle shall be suspended from one end and a 5 pound weight
atmched to the other end for n period of one minute to determine conformance with 3.7.2.1 md
3.7.2.4, or 3.7.3.1 and 3.7.3.4, as applicable.

0

4.5 ~.
An inspection shall be made to determine that the
presewation, packnging, packing, and marking shall comply with the requirements of PPP-P-40.
5. PREPARATION FOR DELM3RY
5.1
marking shall be in accordance with PPP-P40.
6.

NOTES

~is
=tiOn
mandatory.)
6.1 “~.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
L
f.
●

●

pmservatio~ packagirt~ packing, and
“

&
h.

Conmins

information

of a Keneml Or explanatory

Acquisition

tramre

that maybe

helpful

documents must spccifi the following

Thle, number, and date of this specification.
Type, class, nnd style, if applicable, of item required (see 1.2.I).
Whether right to leR rending rules arc required (see 3.3).
If maple, beech, or birch is required for types I and II rules (we 3.S.1 artd 3.6.1).
If special graduations or other suMivision or figures are required, mrd whether
combimtion dccimnl, mernc, or English measurement rules (see 3.6.2.1, 3.7.1.2.1,
3.7.1.23, 3.8.2.1,3.14.2, and 3.15.2).
If special length is required (see 3.7.1 and 3.7.2.2).
If folding end hook is required (see 3.7.1.1 md 3.7.3.1).
If vertical rendin8 fIsures are required (see 3.7.1.2.1 md 3.7.3.3).
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i.
j.
k.
1.

specific style of numbering
of figures is required (see 3.7.1.2, 3,7.3.3,
3.8.1, and table 111).
If engineers’ (surveyors’ or roadbuilders’)
rules are required (see 3.7.1.2.2).
If a

If special numbering for subdivisions is required (see 3.8.1).
Kind of special finish, if required (see 3.11 .2.3 and 3.12.5), or if chrome finish
is required (see 3.12.5).
m. Size required (see 3.7.2.2, 3.8.1.5, 3.8.2.2, 3.9.5.2, 3.9.6.2, 3.11.2.1, 3.13.1.1,
3.14.5, 3.15.6, sod tables 11 and IV to IX, inclusive).
n. If positive
of sliding
hook is required (see 3.8.1.5 and 3.12.2).
0. If other than one-piece or two-piece construction is required (see 3.11.1).
P. If auxiliary wraight edge is required (see 3.1 1.1).
q. If 3/8 inch width is required (see 3.12.1).
r. Shrinkage allowance (see 3.14.2).
s. Level of preservation, packaging, and packing required (see 5.1).
t. Marking, if other than specified (see 5.1).

~“

~

Air Force -84
Air Force -99

Preparing Activity
GSA - FSS

Arrtry -Ml
Air Force -84

Army - GL
Navy - MC, YD
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